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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
10/2015 - present: Jr Software Engineer - Front-end at NETCENTRIC
IBERICA SLU
Project 1 . In a team of 8 front-end developers and in collaboration with
back-end and QA engineers, I worked on a big website project based on
Adobe Experience Manager, developing UI components on HTML-CSS-JS
implementing SASS, ES6 and occasionally Jade(pug) templating. I also
obtained some experience in BDD Javascript testing, working with Karma
and Jasmine.
Project 2 . Worked primarily with Angularjs but also some extended
hands-on Angular 2 building single page applications for the banking
industry. Used Redux , and typings (flow - Typescript)
Project 3. Working with Nativescript + Angular building an app for
native iOS and Android
11/2014 - 09/2015: Front-end Developer at WESTWING GmbH
Being part of the SEO IT/Content Marketing team I was responsible for
the implementation of all Front-end related tasks with focus on
Responsive Web Development and performance. Standard workflow
includes but not limited to:

Sass and Compass (enhanced various plugins and extensions)
Gulp task manager
JQuery (AMD - require.js)
Git for version control and deployment
Wordpress
Implementing Agile Scrum methodology.

06/2013 – 10/2014: Data Management Specialist at JOBISJOB
As part of the technical department, my role was to ensure the correct
integration of incoming data via different channels including XML feeds
integration and HTML data extraction(scraping).
Main technologies and tools: XSLT, Xpath, Command line tools and Shell
scripting. Jira for issue tracking and Kanban for managing development
process
This working experience allowed me to practice the “scientific” part of the
web, familiarise with Unix environments, the command line and
programming. Gave me confidence to consider myself ready to target
full-time frontend jobs.
2010 – 2014: Web design & Development
This period was in a way an unofficial internship in a company I
cofounded together with a friend. I worked as Web designer and
frontend developer. We were building small websites using Drupal but
also Wordpress and Magento for a couple e-commerce projects. I had a
role in all phases of the process (Planning, Design, Development,
Maintenance). The main tasks of the development
phase were:
Edit and create theme templates written on php/phtml and/or pure
HTML/HTML5
Give the desired appearance using CSS/CSS3/SASS
Implement interactivity and effects using Javascript/jQuery
During these years I achieved significant experience in web design
fundamentals, UI development, UX principals and accumulated “Flight
hours” working on real projects.
06/2008-06/2013: Technical Support/Customer Service
Worked at SITEL IBERICA S.A. and TELETECH ESPAÑA occupying
different positions including customer care, incidents management, sales,
technical support and technical mentorship. In this first important part of

my professional life I achieved skills like effective communication, team

spirit and troubleshooting technics . Skills that proved to be very
important in later phases of my career.
10/2005-09/2007: Sales at A.P. CHRISTAKIS EDITIONS
Wholesale and retail. Responsible for central Greece and islands.
Receiving and preparing orders from bookshops but also face to face
sales to individual
customers.

EDUCATION
Centro de Informatica Profesional CIPSA (2009 – 2011):
WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
subjects:
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Indesign
HTML
CSS
Javascript
Agricultural University of Athens (1999 – 2005):
AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
Main subjects:
Molecular Biology
Plants’ and Animals’ Physiology
Biochemistry

LANGUAGES
English (Professional working proficiency)
Spanish (Professional working proficiency)
Greek (Native or bilingual proficiency)
French (Limited working proficiency)

SKILLS
Team player
Excellent communication skills
Work under pressure
Technology enthusiast Ability to learn quickly

